Introduction
Information extraction is highly helpful in detecting useful information presented in texts by collecting, storing, and analyzing them. For this purpose, texts are subject to a series of processes, such as splitting them into sentences and tokens, analyzing the meaning of each token to recognize useful named entities, and extracting the relation between these entities. Some exemplary technologies used for information extraction include language processing, text mining, data mining, and machine learning. Natural Language Question Answering (NLQA) and Prescriptive Analytics (PA) are the latest information extraction technologies that recently appeared in the hype cycle for emerging technologies, prepared by Gartner. The process of information extraction involves sentence splitting, tokenization, Part of Speech (PoS) tagging, parsing, feature extraction, machine learning (or rule-based), Named Entity Recognition (NER), and Relation Extraction (RE). Through these processes, a knowledge base for in-depth data analysis and intelligent services such as NLQA and PA can be built. However, conventional information extraction has been used for NER that mainly focused on person name, location name, organization name, and RE, especially in the biological field. Only few companies have used this technology to build their business knowledge base to provide data for intelligent services. Many researchers in this field have made efforts to find new information extraction methods and improve the performance of algorithms developed by them. Because of this, limited interest has been shown in the extraction of useful information related to businesses, including competition between products manufactured by companies, competition between technology, and relation between products and technologies. Thus, it is necessary to study how information extraction can be applied to the analytics of product or technology. This study focuses on extraction of information related to businesses, and applies supervised learning and rule-based methods to create a business knowledge base. In particular, the types of named entities include product name and technology name as well as person name, location name, and organization name. For RE, seven relations that exist between product name and technology name are extracted for business purposes.
Related Work
Information extraction can be defined as the task of automatically extracting useful information from unstructured or semi-structured documents. It has many subtasks with the most general ones being NER and RE. NER has been implemented using Conditional Random Fields [1] and Averaged Perceptron [2] . Most studies in NER are recently about how to add global features [3] . Many researches on RE have focused on how to use Maximum Entropy (ME) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). They have also explored how to use the non-linear kernel of SVM [4] . A recent study [5] discuses about a distant supervision method of automatically building training data to use machine learning in order to reduce the cost of building training data. Various learning algorithms and learning speed improvements have also been part of the study. The results of these studies have been published and applied in many fields. For the structural SVM used in this study [6] , the 1-slack structural SVM and the cutting-plane algorithm have been modified and applied together to enhance learning speed.
There are many rule-based information extraction systems that are available for building business knowledge bases [7] [8] . They were used for the extraction process from the very beginning of information extraction study, but some systems have recently taken advantage of merging rules and machine learning methods. The state-of-the-art of performance in relation extraction is about F1 score of 72.1 which is achieved by using a composite kernel that consists of an entity kernel and a convolution parse tree kernel [9] .
Recently, many researchers have begun focusing on resolving technical and content characteristics issues in this area such as context generalization to reduce data sparsity, long context, disambiguate fine-grained types, and parsing errors. Until the mid-2000, researchers have mainly used MUC (Message Understanding Conference) and ACE (Automatic Content Extraction) corpus that contains 5 relation types and 24 subtypes. This extracts various relations among person, location, and organization [10] . The 5 relations are: At, Near, Part, Role, and Social. However, research on what actually needs to be extracted has been very limited, especially in areas such as business relations for more practical purposes. This paper focuses on information extraction for business relations between technology name and product name. This is an area that researchers have not studied in-depth, but is important for business analytics.
Process and Data

Process
The proposed system is based mainly on a supervised learning method for information extraction. This method analyzes word features, positional features, and lexical features on each keyword in documents and classifies them into predefined types. This method follows a two-step process: learning for creating statistic information required by the correct answer collection and recognition by using a learning model to extract information from documents.
The training data is subject to textual analysis, for example, morphological analysis and structural analysis of sentences. Feature extraction is then performed to extract word features, morphological features, and syntactic features to use them as features for NER and RE. In the learning process, the extracted feature values are used to generate entity models and relation models. In the NER and RE process, the extracted feature values and the models built through learning are used to recognize a specific keyword as an entity, or to extract relations between entities. After information extraction, filtering is performed to enhance the results. Filtering is performed by applying rules specialized to business information. Fig. 1 below shows the overall process of building a business knowledge base through information extraction. 
Input Data
The information extraction system in this study aims at extracting useful information from unstructured text documents. Unstructured text documents can be classified into various categories, but the input documents of this study are limited only to papers, patents, and web articles as listed in Table 1 . These documents belong to the science and technology domains. The fields of science and technology encompass the entire disciplines except for humanities, social studies, art, and sports. For paper and patent, the documents are collected from KISTI-NDSL providing an information service for science and technology papers and patents. The web articles are collected from the science and technology category. These articles have been collected from popular websites such as the New York Times, Thomson Reuters, and BBC. However, articles from blogs or personal homepages are excluded. These documents express personal views of writers, who are not responsible for their contents. Therefore, the contents of the web articles that we have used are quite reliable. Table 1 illustrates the size and type of documents that we want to analyze. Information on the type of documents we want to analyze is one of the important factors in designing an information extraction system. This factor plays a vital role because the extraction environment needs to be changed according to the characteristics of the documents. 
Output Data
We aim to extract 5 types of named entities and 7 types of relations. The types of named entities are Person Name, Location Name, Organization Name, Technology Name, and Product Name. Location Name is divided into Nation Name and City Name. Organization Name has also subtypes such as Company Name, Institution Name, and University Name. Since the definition of named entity types can vary from person to person, the exact definition for each type of entity is required. In particular, technology name, because it appears similar to product name, but the two entities have different meanings and hence, must be differentiated. Table 2 lists the definitions and examples of Person name, Location Name, Organization Name, Technology Name, and Product Name which are mainly addressed as output data types in this study [7] . Our system is somewhat different from other information extraction systems as it covers business terms such as Product Name and Technology Name. These are not general named entities that are extracted in information extraction, but are specialized for our business knowledge base. Table 3 lists the definitions for 7 relations between product name and technology name. Each relation contains arguments and constraint as listed in Table 4 . For example, productConsistTechnology relation has product name as the subject and technology name as the object. In this relation, the constraint is 'directional', which means that technology name should not be the subject and product name should not be used as the object as least in this relation. 
Machine Learning Environment
Textual Analysis
Textual analysis is the step before information extraction. It consists of sentence splitting, tokenization, morphological analysis, and parsing.
a. Sentence splitting and tokenization
Before the textual analysis, each document is split sentence by sentence. The sentence separation is done by using "new line" in a document. Patterns are made based on:
 The head of a sentence is starting with capitals or double quotation marks or their combination).  The end of a sentence is starting with period, or question marks, or exclamation marks, or double quotation marks, or their combination).  Exceptions of sentence separation are considered such as periods which come after Mr, Mt, and Dr.
b. Morphological analysis and parsing
A morpheme is the smallest grammatical unit in a sentence. Morphological analysis breaks down each word into morphemes and analyzes which PoS each morpheme belongs to. In English, morphemes are divided by spaces. Morphological analysis analyzes to which PoS each morpheme belongs among nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. Parsing analyzes the entire structure of a sentence, its elements such as subject, object, etc., and their relation. For the analysis, the result of morphological analysis is integrated into phrases such as phrasal nouns and phrasal verbs. This is done to analyze the dependence between phrases on the basis of the morphological analysis results. In this study, the Stanford Tagger and the Stanford Parser, which are open sources, are used for morphological analysis and parsing. The results are used as basic information in the feature extraction step that is used as features.
Feature Extraction
Features normally consist of the following:
 The morphological analysis results  Syntactic analysis that have been obtained through the textual analysis  The result of word information from each keyword in sentences
The features are classified into entity features for recognizing named entities and relation features for relation recognition between entities. For NER, 37 features including word features, local features, and external features are used. For example, the current token starts with capital, digit pattern, uppercase, token length, ngram character, and so on as listed in Table 5 . For RE, 24 features are used including context features around entities and syntactic structural features for relation instances as listed in Table 6 . 
Machine Learning Algorithm
The machine algorithm used for information extraction in this study is structural SVM [6] . This algorithm extends the existing SVM algorithm. While the existing SVM implements binary classification and multiclass classification, the structural SVM implements a more general structure. For example, sequence labeling and syntactic analysis. In this study, Pegasos algorithm that is applied to the SVM for high performance and fast learning speed is selected from Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) methods, extended, and used for structural SVM learning. Fig. 2 shows the Pegasos algorithm modified for structural SVM learning. This algorithm receives algorithm iteration frequency T and learning data number k as input for calculating a sub-gradient. The vector w1 is initially set as any vector value less than . For iteration frequency is t, size of At is k selected from entire learning data (row 4) and the most violated named entity tag is then obtained from the learning data in At (row 5). After establishing a learning rate (row 6), wt+1/2 is then obtained (row 7) to set the vector for projecting wt+1/2 onto the collection {w:|w| than } as wt+1 (row 8). The result of the algorithm is wT+1 and the average vector waveraged (row 11).
Fig. 2. A modified Pegasos algorithm for NER
Building Training Data
Training data is a collection of document in which named entities to be recognized are tagged for learning the models. The test collections such as MUC and ACE, for evaluating the performance of information extraction systems, are generally used for research, or training data can be built for a specific purpose by researchers.
For building training data for a special purpose, either domain experts can be hired for building it manually or automated methods can be used to save time and cost. In this study, simplified distant supervision method is used to automatically build initial training data (silver standard) [11] [12] . We built this training data by collecting sentences. In order to gather the sentences, seed data containing named entities and their relation were listed in advance. This list of seed data was used as keywords for searching the web and extracting sentences that include the relevant seed words. After building the silver standard, domain experts are hired to enhance the accuracy through manual verification and finally build the gold standard. A supporting tool for manual annotation was provided to the domain experts during the verification stage to improve the verification efficiency. The training data was built for NER and RE. The number of sentences in the training data was 31,273 for named entities and 8,382 for relations. We divided them into two groups: for training and for test. Training was conducted using 90% of the data and test using the remaining 10%.
Result and Discussion
We used F1 score to evaluate the accuracy of our system. F1 score is commonly used to evaluate information extraction systems. The score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, ranging from 0 to 100. A high score indicates high accuracy. The result of the evaluation is shown in Table 7 and 8. The overall F1 score of NER is 74.61 and that of business RE is 70.92. The scores of each type are distributed around the average (Fig. 3 and 4) .
The highest score in NER is for the sub-type university name and the lowest is for product name. It is clear that the system performs well for the extraction of general entity types such as Person, Location, and Organization, as their average F1 score is over 81. However, the new entity types, Technology and Product, were less likely to be extracted correctly. The F1 score for both entities is about 65. To the best of our knowledge, this is because the two entities are very similar and hence, difficult to distinguish from one another. In a sentence, there can be a high degree of similarity in the feature values and clue words of these entities. For example, "mobile operating system" is a technology name and "android" is a product name. They both belong to a technology and product hierarchy. The top of this hierarchy can be "computer system." "Operating system" is a "computer system" and likewise "mobile operating system" is an "operating system." They are all technology names based on the definition ( Table 2) . There are many kinds of "mobile operating systems" and "android" is one of them. We define "computer system" and "mobile operating system" as technology name in the hierarchy, while "android" is defined as a product name. This is obtained from the definition provided in Table  2 that states that a product is implemented using a technology in corporations. In order to distinguish between them accurately, highly sophisticated training corpus is required for machine learning. Machine learning requires such training data to classify these entities because it is not as accurate as humans for intelligent information extraction. However, it requires a considerable amount of time and labor. Here, we simply add some rules specialized for this task. Building a sophisticated training corpus is part of our future work. Overall F1 score of the relation extraction test is about 71. This means 29% of relation instances extracted by the system may be wrong. Error data from NER affects the result of relation extraction following NER. F1 score of competeTechnology relation is significantly low. This is because the number of extracted relation instances for the competeTechnology relation from texts is very small. Many technology names may be recognized as product names and consequently cause this problem. Among the relation types, the two entity types that need to be distinguished from each other are competeTechnology and productConsistTechnology. If these two relations are not distinguished correctly, overall test results are affected. 
Fig. 4. Comparison of each type in RE task
Regardless of the score, errors in information extraction should be fixed because the extracted instances will be used for real analytics services. We know it is not possible to get rid of all types of errors in information extraction systems. We cannot control the result of prediction because it is performed automatically by the statistical model. To fix these errors, we can make rules that can be applied when the system performs these predictions for entities and relations. We prepared two types of rules: rules for NER and rules for RE. First, it is required to improve the accuracy of NER. Technology name and product name that include special characters such as '#', '$', '&', and, '?' have higher probability of being recognized incorrectly. We can make rules that filter out such names from the extracted NER instances. In addition, casting rules -Average with a casting dictionary that fix the type of entity instances are defined and applied as well. For example, Google glass is a product name. No matter what type the statistical model predicts Google glass as, the system classify it into product name by using a casting rule. Relation rules are built from a relation dictionary. Each instance in the relation dictionary is composed of subject, object, and relation. Each relation instance in the dictionary needs to have as many variations as possible. The relation dictionary can be used for defining casting rules for relations. The casting rules for relations are executed before the system stores the results.
With the supervised learning and rule-based method, our system extracted many instances of relations from texts. The number of relation instances extracted from all the resources we collected is presented in Table 9 . The most extracted relation types are partOfProduct and simlarProduct (Fig. 5) . These relations are both related to product name. This means that there are much more mentions about products and their relation, especially their components or their competitors, in documents. The ratio of extracted relation instances does not follow the recalls of relation types. This is because the ratio of relation types in evaluation is only from the limited training corpus, while the extracted relation instances are from the real documents that we target. The most unextracted relation is competeTechnology, which does not means that there are only few competeTechnology relations in document. We do not know how many mentions about the competition between technologies are in documents. We can find the reason why this result happens from the recall. The recall of competeTechnology is just 4.17%. Therefore, we just assume that our machine learning model is weak in extracting competeTechnology relation from documents.
Fig. 5. The ratio of relations
Our method automatically builds a business knowledge base for business purposes. It is almost impossible to extract useful information from massive text data and make knowledge base for business purposes manually. This can be automated using our system. Even though there are some errors, the proposed system is quite useful and has several applications. First, it helps make a hierarchy for technologies and products. This hierarchy is useful for the process of information extraction. Second, it is possible to see competitive technologies (or products) against certain technologies (or products). Third, a company can realize its competitors who have similar or competitive technologies or products in the industry. Last, the system provides companies with useful information while developing new technologies or products. The knowledge base built by the system describes current competitive technologies and products and also the technologies to be focused on in the future.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a supervised learning and rule-based method to automatically make a business knowledge base. This method is fundamentally based on information extraction, but different with existing ones. We set up a machine learning environment specialized for the business knowledge base and applied casting rules to improve the performance of NER and RE. The evaluation is F1 score 74.61 and 70.92 for RE, while the error data can be fixed by rules for business purposes. We expect that other researchers and engineers will benefit from the proposed method when they try to build their business knowledge base.
